
7. OTHER TYPES OF REEFS

When corals grow just next to the shoreline and form a fringe along the beach,
it is called a FRINGING REEF. Shri Lanka, for example, is surrounded by these
types of reefs.

Sometimes the hard corals grow quite some distance from the shoreline. But
the reef formed still runs in the same direction as the shore — that is, parallel
to it. And between such a reef and the shoreline there is a broad, deep stretch
of water. The reef, then, is like a wall, or barrier, protecting the shore from the
sea, and is called a BARRIER REEF. You can find these types of reefs in
Australia, for example.
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8. WHAT DO CORAS EAT?

The scientific word for any living creature, plant or animal, is ORGANISM.
Many thousands of organisms live in the ocean. Most of them are so small you
can see them only with an instrument called A MICROSCOPE. Some of them,
which float in the upper part of the ocean, are called PLANKTON. The coral
polyps eat these. Most polyps come out of their hard shells only at night, because
that is when the plankton rise from the seabed to the surface of the sea.

The polyps use their tentacles to catch the tiny plankton that float by. The polyp
stings the plankton to stop it moving, and then, very slowly, it uses its tentacles
to feed itself.
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9. THE FOOD CHAIN

Every creature on Earth is linked like the links of a chain, because it eats
other creatures and, in turn, is eaten. It all begins with plants and links upwards
through animals, creating a food chain.

Tiny plankton which float freely are the start of the food chain. They provide
food for many animals in the sea, from the small coral polyp to the giant Whale
Shark. Plant plankton are known as PHYTOPLANKTON, while animal plankton
are called ZOOPLANKTON. If an animal doesn’t feed on plankton directly, there
is a good chance the animal that it eats does.
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10. SHARING

Corals are also home to some plants. These are tiny plants called ALGAE
which make their home inside the tube that is the body of the coral animal.
They live together in a relationship from which both benefit. The coral produces
the carbon dioxide and gives out certain chemical products that these
algae need and which they would have difficulty in obtaining if they were free-
living. The algae, on the other hand, provide some of the food and oxygen that
the corals need.
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11. CORAL GROWTH AND REPRODUCTION

Like all plants and animals, corals also grow and produce new, young corals
‘baby’ corals (larvae). This is called REPRODUCTION, producing more like

themselves. Corals reproduce in two ways:

BY SEXUAL REPRODUCTION: Like human beings, coral polyps produce
eggs and sperms. These combine to form small baby corals (larvae). You
have already learnt that larvae settle on dead coral or any other hard fixed
surface and start to grow,

AND

BY BUDDING: The coral polyp simply divides into two halves, each half
forming a new polyp. Or a new polyp grows out of the side of an existing
polyp. Each new polyp makes its own limestone cover, This way of growing
is called BUDDING, because, like a plant, many buds can form from the
same stern.
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